
Akashic Shadow DreamWeaving with Valentina Mathias

2 x 4hr workshops
Enrol here for June:
https://calendly.com/healer-valentina/akashic-shadow-dream-weaving-mastery-w
orkshop-june

GROUP PRICING per student
USD 333
EARLY BIRD USD 288 (3 weeks prior to start date)
LOW INCOME USD 222

INDIVIDUAL PRICING - contact Valentina
USD 999
EARLY BIRD USD 888 (1 month prior to start date)
LOW INCOME USD 777

COUPLE PRICING per couple (2 participants) - contact Valentian
USD 1333
EARLY BIRD USD 1111 (1 month prior to start date)
LOW INCOME USD 999

● Recommended preparation for Level 2 Akashic training, leading to
certification as an Akashic Practitioner.

● Unveils and provides tools to manage the unconscious shadow side,
removing stumbling blocks.

● Empowers you to step into a more powerful flow and order your shadow
side for a purified channel thus strengthening your ability to support and
assist others, preparing you for Akashic Practitioner responsibilities in a
very effective and thorough way.

https://calendly.com/healer-valentina/akashic-shadow-dream-weaving-mastery-workshop-june
https://calendly.com/healer-valentina/akashic-shadow-dream-weaving-mastery-workshop-june


● Delve into the profound dance between Light and Dark for a deeper
understanding of yourself and the Universe.

● Confront hidden aspects and transform issues, breaking down accepted
patterns and roadblocks in your life's path.

● Satisfy your appetite for personal transformation and step into a more
fulfilling life where dreams become reality.

● The Akashic approach transcends traditional 'shadow work,' and draws
from the ancient wisdom of Arawak, Kogi, Arhuaco, Wiwa, and Kankuamo.

● This is a practical course for Akashic Earth Graduates giving you skills to
expand the Joy in your life in ways you never believed possible.

● We explore Ordering the Shadow, Meeting the Creator/Weaver, and
mastering the art of Dreaming correctly.

● Bonus - Valentina, a Soul of the Royal Akashic Line, will be facilitating for
the group a powerful transformative clearing and activation within the
Universal Time Matrix in Creation thus bringing your clearings into
alignment with the power of Unity Consciousness.

● Enroll now to align with Universal changes in 2024, the year of the Dragon,
a year of Abundance and Expansion. What you do now will expand 5 fold
between the two Equinoxes in March and September.


